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USER INFORMATION

VOLUME OF COLLECTION: 2 folders
COLLECTION DATES: c. 1837-1840
PROVENANCE: Indianapolis Children's Museum, c/o Shiela Riley, 3000 N. Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46205
RESTRICTIONS: None
REPRODUCTION RIGHTS: Permission to reproduce or publish material in this collection must be obtained in writing from the Indiana Historical Society.
ALTERNATE FORMATS: None
OTHER FINDING AIDS: None
RELATED HOLDINGS: None
ACCESSION NUMBERS: 1997.0214
NOTES:

HISTORICAL SKETCH
No information located in available resources for Mrs. Donvan M. Hunter.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This collection consists of a scrapbook (c. 1837-1840), which contains miscellaneous poetry clippings and writings. A note on the first page indicates that the scrapbook belonged to the grandfather of a Mrs. Donovan M. Hunter, a resident of Indianapolis. It appears to have been a former account book for a business in Greenfield, Indiana.

A number of unpasted clippings and writings have been filed in a separate folder.

FOLDER LISTING

Folder

1 Poetry scrapbook
2 Material from scrapbook

CATALOGUING INFORMATION

MAIN ENTRY: Poetry scrapbook, ca. 1837-1840

SUBJECT ENTRIES: Scrapbooks--Indiana--Indianapolis
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